THE EDGE
GIVING CEOs THE EDGE TO DELIVER BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION WITH INTEGRITY,
COMPASSION AND COURAGE

The Edge, founded on The Hunger Project’s
leadership model, has been created for CEOs
like you to explore how to influence real change
and crystallise your vision for the future. This is
an opportunity to gain a greater sense of purpose
and self-awareness, that will challenge perspectives
and unlock new possibilities for your team, your
organisation and your customers.
From the village classroom in Ghana, you will
learn from the most unlikely leaders who have
created impact through mindset shift and direct
action to successfully lead and inspire change.
Immersed in the remote villages of Ghana,
witnessing transformation of communities from
poverty to prosperity, you will experience a living
demonstration of the art of what is possible.
On this unique program, you will get to see leadership
and courage from those who have achieved the
remarkable with very few resources. The Edge,
doesn’t just talk about leadership theory, it allows
you to experience firsthand a model of leadership
that transforms individuals and communities on a
large scale.

WHAT WILL THE PROGRAM DELIVER

The 5-day immersion program brings together executive-level facilitators, experts from the field and fellow CEOs to
examine effective leadership from the grass-roots level. A series of interactive workshops, villages visits, group
discussions and reflection activities will facilitate insight and drive a powerful, personal journey.
Learning through observation and applying these lessons to your personal context, you will explore strategic,
influential, bottom-up drivers of mind-set shift that will allow you to drive change, shift ingrained perspectives and
implement action for yourself and your teams.
MINDSET SHIFT
• Disrupting resistance
• Identifying and removing unconscious belief systems
• Co-creating an inspiring vision
• Developing solutions to complex, systemic problems

CREATING LEADERS
• Fostering courageous conversations and actions
• Unleashing the hidden leader in all
• Being present and intentional
• Creating empowered, successful teams

POWERFUL ACTION
• Mobilising people through change
• How to align, energise and inspire individuals and teams
• Developing a culture of action and responsibility
• Power of the collective

CULTURAL IMPACT
• Clarifying purpose
• Promoting enabling environments
• Embedding personal ownership
• Metrics for change

SIMON BLACKBURN

STEVEN HARKER

Senior Partner, Mckinsey and Company

Former CEO and Vice Chairman
Morgan Stanley

The program was outstanding and
challenged me to rethink what true
leadership is. The Hunger Project
enables power within people to
make lasting change. The workshops
opened a space for enlightening ideas,
conversations and insights into our
personal vision and legacy.

TRISTA BROHIER

Financial Review 100
Most Influential Women 2018

The diversity of my peers and
experiences in the program was a
powerful learning tool that created
lasting connection. The program
highlighted my strengths and
has further inspired me to empower
others through my own actions.

DIANE GRADY

Non-Executive Director of Macquarie Group

Changing mindsets and behaviours is one
of the toughest leadership challenges.
This program vividly demonstrates
how THP achieves just this resulting
in remarkable transformations from
hopeless poverty to positive selfreliance for both individuals and whole
communities. The lessons are compelling
for all people seeking change personally
or within their organisations or society.

The Hunger Project Australia
consistently delivers high
quality leadership programs
for Australia's top executives,
using a unique methodology that is
consistent with global best practice
and delivers lasting change.

SYMON BREWIS-WESTON
Then Executive General Manager
of Corporate Financial Services
Commonwealth Bank and former
CEO of FlexiGroup

The leadership program we have
embarked upon with The
Hunger Project has not only been a
life-changing experience at a
personal level, but has at its heart
both courage and innovation, two
keys to driving a successful business
in these times. As we embed the
learnings from this programme we
look forward sharing these benefits
with our valued clients.

WHY CHOOSE THE HUNGER PROJECT?
DRIVING CHANGE IS AT THE HEART OF WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

OUR METHODOLOGY – of shifting mindsets and creating visionary, committed and active leaders – is bringing
together rural communities in Africa, Bangladesh, India and Latin America to solve one of the world’s biggest
problems: hunger and poverty.
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WHAT IS OUR EPICENTRE STRATEGY IN AFRICA?
Transition to Self-Reliance

Construction

Shift from dependency on others

Villages come together as
one mobilised community

Begin to rely on their
own resources,
leadership & capabilities

They build the Epicentre
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THP exit

Program implementation

Mobilisation

THP stops program
work but continues
monitoring success

Full set of epicentre
programs implemented
Solidify partnership with
local government

Mobilising villages
and creating a vision
of life without hunger
Work to build community
and government
partnerships
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Epicentre community
takes full ownership
of their future

1. Women’s Empowerment

2. Health & Nutrition

3. Food Security

4. Water, Sanitation &
Environment

5. Microﬁnance

6. Literacy & Education
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INTEGRATED APPROACH - Created in Africa by

Africans. Addresses the multi-faceted causes of
hunger & poverty.
EMPOWERING - With dignity and respect

The Hunger Project believes those living in hunger
and poverty are creative, intelligent and motivated
and as such are the solution to their own problem.

PROVEN AND REPLICABLE - Across Africa, The

Hunger Project has mobilised 2,131 communities
to create 127 epicentres, reaching 1.8 million people
To date, 24 Epicentres in Africa have achieved SelfReliance, reaching 415,000 people.
TRANSPARENT AND MEASURABLE - Progress

is tracked against agreed metrics using quantitative
and qualitative data.

SELF-SUSTAINING - When an Epicentre community

reaches Self-Reliance they no longer need the support
of The Hunger Project or funding from investors.
LINKS OF INTEREST

THE HUNGER PROJECT - https://thp.org.au/
THE EPICENTRE STRATEGY -

http://www.thp.org/our-work/where-we-work/
africa/epicenter-strategy/
THE HUNGER PROJECT GHANA -

http://www.thp.org/our-work/where-we-work/
africa/ghana/
GHANA SMART TRAVELLER -

https://smartraveller.gov.au/Countries/africa/west/
Pages/ghana.aspx

PROGRAM ITINERARY AND DETAILS
COUNTRY

PARTICIPANTS

PROGRAM COSTS
(PER PERSON)

MORE INFO

Ghana, Africa
Sept 14th - 21st 2019

$10,000 tax-deductible
contribution to the work
of The Hunger Project
$4,000 on-ground costs
(Includes all
transport, transfers,
accommodation and
meals from arrival
to departure)
NB: Flights, insurance,
visas, vaccinations and
alcoholic beverages are
not included

SATURDAY (14th)

SUNDAY (15th)

MONDAY (16th)

DEPART AUSTRALIA FOR ACCRA, GHANA
ARRIVE TO KOKOTA INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT, ACCRA, GHANA
INTRODUCTION TO THP FRAMEWORK –
CONNECTION – CONTEXT

TUESDAY (17th)

EACH DAY WE WILL VISIT A DIFFERENT VILLAGE
AND EPICENTRE WHICH ARE AT VARYING STAGES
OF THE EPICENTRE STRATEGY.

WEDNESDAY (18th)

EACH DAY WILL CLOSE WITH DINNER AND DISCUSSION.

THURSDAY (19th)

DISTILLING DISTINCTIONS
- MINDSET SHIFT - BEING IN ACTION
- CREATING LEADERS - CULTURE
CELEBRATION DINNER

BREAKFAST AT HOTEL

FRIDAY (20th)

DEPART FROM KOKOTA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,
ACCRA, GHANA

SATURDAY (21st)

ARRIVE AUSTRALIA

*Itinerary subject to change

A small group of
business leaders by
invitation only.
To secure your place
on the program,
please contact:
Melanie Noden

CEO, The Hunger
Project Australia
melanie.noden@thp.org
(02) 9222 9088

